
A PLAY REVIEW ON ARTHUR MILLERS ALL MY SONS

But in Arthur Miller's â€œAll My Sons,â€• originally produced in , domesticity is just a backdrop. The drama takes place
outdoors, amid trees and.

His drama is a piece of expert dramatic construction. A manufacturer who made a killing during the war, he
shipped defective engine parts to the Air Force that resulted in the death of 21 men. Does she really know she
knows it? As the son of the scapegoat, Karl Malden is ably conveying the confusion and horror of a weak
young man plunged into a situation he can hardly understand. Together they cook up a prologue storm both
figuratively and literally an indication of the theatrical storm to follow. Both Joe Keller, the boss, and Steve
Deever, his underling, served time, after a trial, for doing so. We see everything coming but get run over just
the same. Bening , refuses to accept that Larry is dead. Advertisement Until now. For an archive of older
reviews, go here. Miller recognized the passing of one to the other, and found something lasting and universal
in the specifics. In the present instance, the director is Elia Kazan. And now its all reaching a boil. He has also
managed to relate the particular tragedy to the whole tragedy of the war years. During it, Joe and neighbors are
sitting in the Keller yard to establish the seemingly average-Joe pun intended atmosphere on the verge of
changing for the worse. The casting, neither colorblind nor thematic, is part of a theatrical tradition that has
become more or less standard. Douglas W. Letts might as well be called Winner and Deever, Loser. Subscribe
to Deadline Breaking News Alerts and keep your inbox happy. Watching Kate tame him with strategic
applications of love and grape juice â€” and watching George Hampton Fluker melt beautifully from avenger
to puppy â€” you glimpse what the play can be. Schmidt designed the commodious Keller home and the only
visible side of the Bayliss home. Now All My Sons has done it, too, at least next door. With this production, I
noticed something perhaps I also should have noticed previously: In both All My Sons and Death of a
Salesman, the wife has the last word and in just about the same dire situation. He is also a skillful technician.
Douglas W. In some skillful dramatic construction which may, indeed, be a trifle too skillful for spontaneity,
Mr. Airplanes crashed and men lost lives as a result of the unfortunately shipped parts. Letts has the opposite
problem. Its anger and ambition are likewise elemental. The suspicion develops into a fact. Lois Wheeler acts
the part of the neighbor's daughter with candor, youthfulness and passion, thoroughly aware of the growth of
her character. Incidentally, Jane Greenwood outfits themâ€”and everyone else in the ensembleâ€”with the
right, home-y fashions. The crux of the drama is that the parts were known to be defective.


